
No bind 
straps

Shin 
wedge 
supports

Quick snap 
release 

Dense foam pads

Soft, sharp edge 
for fast, easy 
clean-up

Solid, one piece 
Polyproxylene™ base — 
won’t separate

Offset handle for
hard-to-reach 
areas

Ergonomic 
handle fits 
either or 
both hands

Mixing  paddles specifically 
for thin-sets and grouts 

Powerful
1100w motor

Threaded tool fitting 
for quick change

Infinite variable
speed control

Ergonomic 
balanced 
handle 

GROUT FLOAT

Unlike ordinary grout floats, our solid Polyproxylene™ 

float is built to last, it doesn’t have layers of 

material to peel apart. The combination of a soft 

material and a sharp edge leaves less grout behind, 

making clean-up faster and easier. Instead of a 

traditional D-shaped handle, our specially designed 

handle gives comfort in either hand and it’s long 

enough to fit both hands. Offset handle means no 

reason for a second float to grout hard-to-reach 

areas. And now you can hang it on your bucket.

KNEE PADS

Unlike ordinary knee pads, ours are designed for 

comfort, offering a custom fit with designated left 

and right to match your knee caps. Your shin is 

supported with a lower wedge that takes pressure 

off both your knees and toes allowing extended 

working time with minimal discomfort. Made of 

dense foam, these knee pads offer the ultimate in 

comfort and durability. Extra wide straps won’t bind 

behind your legs. 

MIXER

Unlike ordinary heavy-duty drills, this mixer is 

designed for low speed (0-700 rpm) mixing of 

mortar, grout and self-leveling products to reduce 

the amount of air blended into the mix. Ergonomic 

handle makes it a balanced grip — easy to control 

and hold steady. Powerful 1100w motor has thermal 

overload protection, preventing it from overheating 

and cutting out under heavy load. Complete with two 

paddles specifically designed for mixing thin-sets 

and grouts — also includes a custom tool bag. 

Unique
Benefits

Unique
Benefits

Unique
Benefits

ITEM NO. DESCRIPTION  PKG.

P1KP1 Knee Pads  4

ITEM NO. DESCRIPTION  PKG.

P1MX1100 1100w Mixer  1

ITEM NO. DESCRIPTION  PKG.

P1GF1 Grout Float  4

CALL  TO  ORDER   800 -272 -8786 FAX  800 -200 -7765
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